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File in Carton 105.
Lot 20. - Notes of Survey

Beginning from file of stakes marked XXIII at the North West angle from which point the Kamehameha Survey St. XXII starts, Hākinawanuʻaukahele true, distant feet, the boundary runs:

1. S 87° 35′ E true 2,582 ft along South hand of flow to file of stakes marked XXIII.

2. W 73° 30′ E true 1,988 ft along same to file of stakes marked XXIII.

3. 376° 35′ E true 1,988 ft

4. South true 300 ft

at edge of flow.

5. S 32° 36′ W true 1,455 ft in wood on boundary Kamehameha Stream.

Keanu 2 ft

6. W 82° 22′ W true 824 ft along same.

7. S 55° 24′ W true 915 ft

8. W 72° 35′ W true 586 ft

9. W 49° 47′ W true 2026 ft

10. W 81° 07′ W true 1662 ft along file of stakes marked XXIII on base flow.

11. W 46° 30′ E true 624 ft along base flow to the Initial Pt.
Containing an area of 1770 acres.

A. B. Cocke's Surveyor
March 1894